The second half Tech. took the ball and faced the other way. Williams put on three new men, and started in with a determination to win.

DUANE'S SUPERB RUSH

opened the second half; another of the same kind followed, and then Pierce did likewise, bringing the ball well into Williams' territory. The ball was then passed to Roberts, who being tackled passed to Duane, who made a short rush, was downed, and passed to Durfee. He chose the right man, for Durfee's crawling rush will never be forgotten by those who saw it. He made fully

TEN YARDS ON HIS HANDS AND KNEES,

it taking three Williams men to stop him. The welkin was ringing with cheers, the names of Roberts, Duane and Durfee being coupled with the "Rah! rah! rah!" of Technology. Another rush by Durfee, and another by Duane, carried the object of contention over the line at four o'clock, Duane kicking a goal. The elevens now lined up at the centre, Williams having the ball; Standfield kicked, however, on three downs, and Germer got it. Godchaux made a pretty pass to Duane. Duane was tackled and passed to Dame, who made one of the prettiest runs ever seen on the Union Grounds, going nearly and carefully depositing the ball behind William's goal-posts. At seven minutes past four Duane kicked the goal.

On the line up, Williams' rushers seemed to have lost all their snap, and kicked to Durfee on three downs, having receded rather than advanced, by three rushes. Tech. got through their line with the most perfect ease, and gave the half-back no time to run before they were down.

Durfee made a fair catch of Standfield's kick, and ran twenty yards before he was downed. Duane did the same, and kicked on three downs. Williams' backs fumbled the kick. Pierce got it, and ran nearly to Williams' goal line. Duane carried it over at seventeen minutes past four. Duane kicked the goal.

Williams kicked immediately to Durfee on the line up, and our full-back outdid himself, for he

RAN NEARLY THE ENTIRE LENGTH OF THE FIELD,

dodging marvelously until stopped and heavily thrown by Standfield. Durfee was so severely shaken up by his fall upon the icy ground that he was retired, and Stearns put in his place.

Pierce ran twenty-five yards, and Duane kicked on three downs. Tech. both regained and lost the ball on fumbles, and Germer closed the game in the same brilliant manner in which he had played throughout, making

A RUN OF FIFTY YARDS

and a touchdown, which was not allowed, as it was claimed he ran out of bounds. Time was soon after called, with Tech. in possession of the ball at Williams' 25-yard line, the score standing, Tech. 22; Williams 0.

It would be impossible to give anyone not present an idea of the enthusiasm manifested throughout and at the close of the game. Every move, every signal of the teams, was watched with breathless interest, each brilliant play—and there were many such—causing the air to resound with cheer upon cheer. When time was called, the members of the team